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THE COMMEMORATIVE AIR FORCE
“IF THESE PLANES COULD TALK”

VIDEO AUDIO

Screen Black.
The hangar lights kick on. The B-29 and 24 are 
revealed.

Dynamic track shots of the B-29 and B-24. 

Close ups of the metal exteriors, dramatically lit: 
The rivets. 
The glare of light shining on the surfaces.

Epic. camera swings over, around, under and 
through both the air crafts. 

Cut to black.
Hangar doors open. Blinding light spills in as they 
open.

Close up of engines starting. 

Close up of planes as they exit the dark hangar 
and into sunlight.
Close ups of textures. People boarding Fifi.
wheels running on the ground,
propellers churning as sun reflects.
run way passing fast 
View from under plane as Fifi takes off.
Shots of gliding through the air.
Shot from ground, high in the sky.

CUT TO BLACK.

Music cues.
The abrupt sound of stadium lights echoes.

NARRATOR:
If these planes could talk... what would they say? 
(beat)
How would they say it? 
(beat)
And would we listen?

Would they call out, granting a glimpse of a time 
long gone? Would they tell of the sacrifice and if it 
was worth it. How evil was defiantly beaten and 
freedom thunderously died for? How they soared 
to unknown fate carrying the names of angels.

Would they tell us how it felt piercing enemy 
realms, their wings and blades churning as their 
shadows scraped foreign grounds.  With their 
brawn and steel they cradled flesh and blood.  
And would they remember our forefathers when 
they look at us? 

Music cuts. 
(:48)

The raw sound of ignition.

Music continues...
(:50)
When these engines roar, these planes, they do 
talk. Their wind, our breathe, we feel what they 
saw.  Sons leaving home, while mothers cried. 
Fear of not returning, while saying good-bye. With 
chests out, heads high, blades churning in the 
sky, the brave and free fought, some lived, some 
died.  Through storm and canon shells, ‘Til victory 
was hailed! These planes and brave soared, hold-
ing the stories they'll tell...

Oh.... if these planes could talk...
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